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Forte Announces New eRegulatory Management Software
Clinical research company collaborates with customers to tackle the industry’s biggest regulatory
challenges.
Madison, WI: Forte, an industry-leading developer of clinical research solutions, has released the
Forte eRegulatory Management System (eReg). This software, developed in collaboration with
more than 15 leading research institutions from across the country, aims to solve key regulatory
workflow issues for academic research centers, cancer centers and health systems.
Rethinking regulatory workflows
Forte customers were instrumental in defining the biggest areas of need within regulatory
management at academic institutions. As researchers move away from burdensome paper
regulatory binders and inefficient digital solutions, it was important to think of new ways to
approach regulatory management. By building new, better processes for protocol creation,
delegation of authority and staff roles, Forte eReg creates efficiencies that were previously
unattainable for researchers.
“By collaborating with our customers to truly understand their regulatory challenges, we’ve created
a system that redefines effective, compliant regulatory workflows,” said Shree Kalluri, Founder,
President, CEO & Chief Customer Officer at Forte.
Forte eReg’s unique workflow allows institutions to apply shared documentation and staff records
across multiple protocols. Combined with functionality that supports electronic signatures, this
greatly reduces the time spent routing documents and getting signoffs, while also enhancing 21
CFR Part 11 compliance. The system is ideal for academic research institutions with staff
members involved in a high volume of protocols.
“My regulatory team as a whole felt the Forte Team really listened to the end users,” shared April
Green, Regulatory Manager, Clinical Trials Office at The Ohio State University Comprehensive
Cancer Center. “We’re confident the system will help us streamline our regulatory management in
a user-friendly manner.”

Forte will provide customers with a deep dive into the new eReg system at their semi-annual
Onsemble Conference, taking place September 19-22, 2017 in Madison, WI. The conference
provides Forte customers opportunities to connect with peers, develop new research strategies
and see what’s next from Forte.
To learn more about how eReg streamlines regulatory workflows for Forte customers, visit
https://forteresearch.com/forte-eregulatory-management-system-ereg/.
About Forte
Forte provides key solutions for cancer centers, academic medical centers and health systems to
unleash their research potential through software, consulting, services and managed infrastructure.
With a strong belief in community, collaboration and standards-based development, Forte also
facilitates the Onsemble Community, a customer-exclusive group for peer networking, best
practices and support. Twice a year at the Onsemble Conference, clinical research professionals
meet in person and discuss the latest challenges and solutions in clinical research.
Forte provides all research professionals complimentary blog articles, eBooks, webinars and more
to support continuous learning on industry topics.
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